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Letter 761
TERMINAL DREAM
Apple Inc.
2019-03-02
Dear Jesus,
Saturday, 2 march 2019, 8AM.
Today I woke from a troubling Terminal Dream, which I now document.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was at Apple Headquarters in Cupertino, California, in a Special Building where Apple,
Incorporated performed their most Secret Experiments on undisclosed New Products,
which upon passing the test, would be ready to be released to the General Public.
As part of the testing process , the entire building would be put on lockdown for anywhere
from 24 to 48 hours. Anyone inside the facility when the testing started, would have to
remain inside and wait until the testing was over.
I was inside the facility when the testing was about to start. One of the extreme measures
Apple took to safeguard the New Products against premature public announcement, was to
coat the inside of every room of the Testing Lab with a sprayed on membrane. I watched
while a three-man crew sprayed down the ceiling, walls, and Tloor, with a liquid which
turned into a contiguous Tilm, thereby preventing even the smallest of particles to pass
through in either direction.
This membrane also interfered with every spectrum of radio wave, essentially making the
room into a Faraday Cage, so that no one could communicate with the outside world during
the testing.
Other people who were in the room became upset at the procedure and having to wait so
long before being free to go.
But I wasn’t worried, since I was used to taking opportunities like this to Wait upon the
Lord, thereby renewing my strength.
END OF DREAM.
The Lord Holy Spirit explained that in the dream, I was in yet another House of HR, which
was dedicated to creating within Apple a sense of Supreme Importance, and that they could
do no wrong.
This house had now been emptied, and will soon be torn down.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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